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• 1960s Oxford – Mathematics BA and 
PhD
• 1970s MRC LMB – developmental 

patterning in plants 
• 1980s MRC LMB with periods in San 

Diego,  San Francisco, King’s College –
brain function and development
• 1990s MRC LMB – protein sequence 

analysis
• 2000s DAMTP – quantum computation
• 2010s SLCU – plant morphogenesis
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Introduction to neural maps

The human neocortex is a sheet of neural tissue, organized in areas.
Within an area there is a continuity of representation, with in 
primary visual cortex (V1), nearby cells responding to stimuli that 
are similar in position in visual space, in orientation, and in which 
eye the signal comes from (ocular dominance).



Optimal numberings of an NxN array

1. The numbering must be ordered, top left to bottom right
2. The top left is an alternating square of size Nx

3. Find x that minimizes cost C(x)

4. Cmin = 

at



Optimal numberings of an NxN array



Boustrephedon variants

With Sol Golomb and Bo in Graeme’s garden in the 1980s



The arrangement of regions 
responding to oriented stimuli 
in a real macaque monkey brain 
(activity-dependent dye data)

The corresponding pattern in a 
4-D to 2-D dimension reduction 
model.  
At right, the corresponding 
spatial map.

We suggested that the neural map patterns seen in brain 
cortical areas arise from trying to fit multiple dimensions of 
information onto the 2-dimensional surface of the cortex.



“Elastic net” model

Durbin and Willshaw (1987)

Application to the Travelling Salesman 

Problem: 1D embedding in 2D

Application to NxN array numbering

2D dimension reduction to 1D

Given a set of points Xi
in D1-dimensional space

Minimise an “energy” 

for a representation in 

terms of points Yj in

D2-dimensional space

Mitchison and Durbin (1990)



“Elastic net” model



Other strange 
reflections of the mind 



Ancient genomes across Europe and Asia

with Marilou Boddé




